Probabilistic Choice Set Generation
Approaches:
• Correct model: Manski (1977) most of the time impractical
• Sampling of alternatives:
• Assume C n = C, ∀n • Sample a subset for estimation • see Frejinger, Bierlaire and Ben-Akiva (forthcoming) for route choice
• Replace A in by a probability distribution • Availability/Perception (Cascetta and Papola, 2001) • Cutoffs (Martinez et al., 2009) 
Cutoffs
Optimization problem of rational consumer n:
subject to i∈C δ ni = 1, δ ni ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ C But attributes are meaningful only within some bounds
An alternative i with one of its attributes is out of bounds is not considered
Examples:
• Item too expensive
• Traveling by train involves a too long walking distance to the station
If these rules are deterministic, the variables A in can be derived
If not, what can be done?
Idea: relax the constraint in a probabilistic way Example: constraint ℓ ≤ X Analysis of implicit choice set generation using the Constrained Multinomial Logit model -p. 13/27
The utility function now becomes
where k * ranges only on constrained attributes. Note that
Can be estimated, although it is difficult
Analysis of implicit choice set generation using the Constrained Multinomial Logit model -p. 14/27
Comparison of CMNL and Manski
Simple example:
• Binary logit: C = {1, 2}
• Alternative 1 is always available
• Alternative 2 is considered with probability φ 2
We have
Analysis of implicit choice set generation using the Constrained Multinomial Logit model -p. 15/27 

Manski's model
Note: for given V 's, Manski is linear in φ 2 , not CMNL Analysis of implicit choice set generation using the Constrained Multinomial Logit model -p. 17/27
Comparison of CMNL and Manski 
• CMNL underestimates the choice probability for alternative 1
• When alt. 1 is dominant, it makes no difference if it is preferred because of a high utility, or if because 2 is not even considered.
• When alt. 2 is dominant, the CMNL may be completely off
• Clearly, the model parameters could be adjusted to attenuate that error
Synthetic data
• Swissmetro data set, 5607 observations 1. Driving a car (CAR) 2. Regular train (TRAIN) 3. Swissmetro, the future high speed train (SM)
• Exogenous variables come from the data set Synthetic data
• 100 choice data sets are simulated for each value of ω
• Results:
• mean of each parameter over 100 estimations Synthetic data
• Manski model performs well, as expected
• CMNL may significantly bias the estimates
• The more deterministic the constraint, the better the CMNL Analysis of implicit choice set generation using the Constrained Multinomial Logit model -p. 26/27
Conclusion
• CMNL is not adequate to model the choice set generation
• It is a model on its own, derived from semi-compensatory arguments
• Its complexity is linear in the number of alternatives, while Manski's model is exponential.
• Research question: how can we modify the CMNL to be a better approximation of Manski's model?
